Arrival from Airport Heraklion
Just opposite of the airport building is the community parking as well as the big car rental
parking place.
As soon as you depart from one of the both parking places, turn right and drive until the
next crossroad, where you have to turn again right, direction “New Road” and afterwards
direction “Rethimnon/Chania”.
After approximately 5,5 km leave the “New Road” (still in the urban area of Heraklion) at the
exit “Moires” (Mires) and turn at the end of the slip road right.
!!! The exit sign for Moires can be easily missed, as it directly at the exit and often covered
by undergrowth !!!
After a few kilometers you will leave the suburb of Heraklion behind you on the arterial road
direction south.
You will arrive Agia Varvara, the highest point on your way, over the mostly well-built
expressway. From there on you will drive down direction Agioi Deka and pass by the
archaeological excavation of Gortis. The next small city, Kappariana, is followed seamlessly
by Moires.
After the entry sigh of Kappariana, approx. 2 km, you will arrive a fork in the road, where you
have to turn left. As an indication you can remember the plant nursery, which is placed just
in between the main road and the side road.
Follow the road for 850 meters until you reach a crossroad. There you have to turn left,
direction “Pombia/Matala”.
Approximately 3 km after Mires, a few meters after the Shell gas station, you have to turn
right, direction Matala. After the village of Petrokefali (approx. 8 km) you will arrive Pitsidia.
After passing the entry sign of Pitsidia continue driving straight ahead for about 500 meters
until you see on your right hand a small stone building (the bus station) and the the café
Kings Coffee. There you have to turn right. Follow the street for about 350 meters, then you
will see our Villa Hera on your right hand
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